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Bioprocess Engineering By Shuler And Kargi Discuzore
This work provides comprehensive coverage of modern biochemical engineering, detailing the basic concepts underlying the behaviour of
bioprocesses as well as advances in bioprocess and biochemical engineering science. It includes discussions of topics such as enzyme
kinetics and biocatalysis, microbial growth and product formation, bioreactor design, transport in bioreactors, bioproduct recovery and
bioprocess economics and design. A solutions manual is available to instructors only.
The Definitive, Fully Updated Guide to Separation Process Engineering–Now with a Thorough Introduction to Mass Transfer Analysis
Separation Process Engineering, Third Edition, is the most comprehensive, accessible guide available on modern separation processes and
the fundamentals of mass transfer. Phillip C. Wankat teaches each key concept through detailed, realistic examples using real data–including
up-to-date simulation practice and new spreadsheet-based exercises. Wankat thoroughly covers each of today's leading approaches,
including flash, column, and batch distillation; exact calculations and shortcut methods for multicomponent distillation; staged and packed
column design; absorption; stripping; and more. In this edition, he also presents the latest design methods for liquid-liquid extraction. This
edition contains the most detailed coverage available of membrane separations and of sorption separations (adsorption, chromatography,
and ion exchange). Updated with new techniques and references throughout, Separation Process Engineering, Third Edition, also contains
more than 300 new homework problems, each tested in the author's Purdue University classes. Coverage includes Modular, up-to-date
process simulation examples and homework problems, based on Aspen Plus and easily adaptable to any simulator Extensive new coverage
of mass transfer and diffusion, including both Fickian and Maxwell-Stefan approaches Detailed discussions of liquid-liquid extraction,
including McCabe-Thiele, triangle and computer simulation analyses; mixer-settler design; Karr columns; and related mass transfer analyses
Thorough introductions to adsorption, chromatography, and ion exchange–designed to prepare students for advanced work in these areas
Complete coverage of membrane separations, including gas permeation, reverse osmosis, ultrafiltration, pervaporation, and key applications
A full chapter on economics and energy conservation in distillation Excel spreadsheets offering additional practice with problems in
distillation, diffusion, mass transfer, and membrane separation
The ability of the United States to sustain a dominant global position in biotechnology lies in maintaining its primacy in basic life-science
research and developing a strong resource base for bioprocess engineering and bioproduct manufacturing. This book examines the status of
bioprocessing and biotechnology in the United States; current bioprocess technology, products, and opportunities; and challenges of the
future and what must be done to meet those challenges. It gives recommendations for action to provide suitable incentives to establish a
national program in bioprocess-engineering research, development, education, and technology transfer.
This concise yet comprehensive text introduces the essential concepts of bioprocessing - internal structure and functions of different types of
microorganisms, major metabolic pathways, enzymes, microbial genetics, kinetics and stoichiometry of growth and product information - to
traditional chemical engineers and those in related disciplines. It explores the engineering principles necessary for bioprocess synthesis and
design, and illustrates the application of these principles to modern biotechnology for production of pharmaceuticals and biologics, solution of
environmental problems, production of commodities, and medical applications.
This textbook teaches the principles and applications of fermentation technology, bioreactors, bioprocess variables and their measurement,
key product separation and purification techniques as well as bioprocess economics in an easy to understand way. The multidisciplinary
science of fermentation applies scientific and engineering principles to living organisms or their useful components to produce products and
services beneficial for our society. Successful exploitation of fermentation technology involves knowledge of microbiology and engineering.
Thus the book serves as a must-have guide for undergraduates and graduate students interested in Biochemical Engineering and Microbial
Biotechnology
Today, ergot alkaloids have found widespread clinical use and more than 50 formulations contain natural or semisynthetic ergot alkaloids.
They are used in the treatment of uterine atonia, postpartum bleeding, migraine, orthostatic circulatory disturbances, senile cerebral
insufficiency, hypertension, hyp- prolactinemia, acromegaly, and Parkinsonism. Recently, new therapeutic - plications have emerged, e.g.,
against schizophrenia and for therapeutic usage based on newly discovered antibacterial and cytostatic effects, immunomodu- tory and
hypolipemic activity. The broad physiological effects of ergot alkaloids are based mostly on their interactions with neurotransmitter receptors
on the cells. The presence of "hidden structures'' resembling some important neu- humoral mediators (e.g., noradrenaline, serotonin,
dopamine) in the molecules of ergot alkaloids could explain their interactions with these receptors [1]. Ergot alkaloids are produced by the
filamentous fungi of the genus, Claviceps (e.g., Claviceps purpurea - Ergot, Mutterkorn). On the industrial scale these alkaloids were
produced mostly by parasitic cultivation (field production of the ergot) till the end of the 1970s. Today this uneconomic method has been placed by submerged fermentation. Even after a century of research on ergot alkaloids the search still continues for new, more potent and
more selective ergot alkaloid derivatives
Comprehensive and practical guide to the selection and design of a wide range of chemical process equipment. Emphasis is placed on realworld process design and performance of equipment. Provides examples of successful applications, with numerous drawings, graphs, and
tables to show the functioning and performance of the equipment. Equipment rating forms and manufacturers' questionnaires are collected to
illustrate the data essential to process design. Includes a chapter on equipment cost and addresses economic concerns. * Practical guide to
the selection and design of a wide range of chemical process equipment. Examples of successful, real-world applications are provided. *
Fully revised and updated with valuable shortcut methods, rules of thumb, and equipment rating forms and manufacturers' questionnaires
have been collected to demonstrate the design process. Many line drawings, graphs, and tables illustrate performance data. * Chapter 19 has
been expanded to cover new information on membrane separation. Approximately 100 worked examples are included. End of chapter
references also are provided.
This is the second edition of the text "Bioreaction Engineering Principles" by Jens Nielsen and John Villadsen, originally published in 1994 by
Plenum Press (now part of Kluwer). Time runs fast in Biotechnology, and when Kluwer Plenum stopped reprinting the first edition and asked
us to make a second, revised edition we happily accepted. A text on bioreactions written in the early 1990's will not reflect the enormous
development of experimental as well as theoretical aspects of cellular reactions during the past decade. In the preface to the first edition we
admitted to be newcomers in the field. One of us (JV) has had 10 more years of job training in biotechnology, and the younger author (IN) has
now received international recognition for his work with the hottest topics of "modem" biotechnology. Furthermore we are happy to have
induced Gunnar Liden, professor of chemical reaction engineering at our sister university in Lund, Sweden to join us as co-author of the
second edition. His contribution, especially on the chemical engineering aspects of "real" bioreactors has been of the greatest value. Chapter
8 of the present edition is largely unchanged from the first edition. We wish to thank professor Martin Hjortso from LSU for his substantial help
with this chapter.
Completely revised, updated, and enlarged, this second edition now contains a subchapter on biorecognition assays, plus a chapter on
bioprocess control added by the new co-author Jun-ichi Horiuchi, who is one of the leading experts in the field. The central theme of the
textbook remains the application of chemical engineering principles to biological processes in general, demonstrating how a chemical
engineer would address and solve problems. To create a logical and clear structure, the book is divided into three parts. The first deals with
the basic concepts and principles of chemical engineering and can be read by those students with no prior knowledge of chemical
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engineering. The second part focuses on process aspects, such as heat and mass transfer, bioreactors, and separation methods. Finally, the
third section describes practical aspects, including medical device production, downstream operations, and fermenter engineering. More than
40 exemplary solved exercises facilitate understanding of the complex engineering background, while self-study is supported by the inclusion
of over 80 exercises at the end of each chapter, which are supplemented by the corresponding solutions. An excellent, comprehensive
introduction to the principles of biochemical engineering.
Bioprocess EngineeringBasic Concepts
The Eighth International Conference on Miniaturized Systems in Chemistry and Life Science - MicroTas 2004 - is an annual meeting focusing
on the research, development and application of miniaturized technologies and methodologies in chemistry and life science. The conference
is celebrating its tenth anniversary after the first workshop at the University of Twente, The Netherlands in 1994. This research field is rapidly
developing and changing towards a domain where core competence areas such as microfluidics, micro- and nanotechnology, materials
science, chemistry, biology, and medicine are melting together to a truly interdisciplinary meeting place. This volume is the first in a two
volume set, a valuable reference collection to all working in this field.
Separation Process Principles with Applications Using Process Simulator, 4th Edition is the most comprehensive and up-to-date treatment of
the major separation operations in the chemical industry. The 4th edition focuses on using process simulators to design separation processes
and prepares readers for professional practice. Completely rewritten to enhance clarity, this fourth edition provides engineers with a strong
understanding of the field. With the help of an additional co-author, the text presents new information on bioseparations throughout the
chapters. A new chapter on mechanical separations covers settling, filtration and centrifugation including mechanical separations in
biotechnology and cell lysis. Boxes help highlight fundamental equations. Numerous new examples and exercises are integrated throughout
as well.
"Designed for an introductory course on Biochemical Engineering, this book interweaves bioprocessing with chemical reaction engineering
concepts"--Back cover.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780130819086 .
This book deals with bioprocess engineering, which encompasses the design and development of equipment and processes for the
manufacturing of products such as food, pharmaceuticals, chemicals, polymers and paper from biological materials. It also deals with
studying various biotechnological processes used in industries for large scale production of biological products, for the optimization of yield.
This work also incorporates significant treatment on biocatalysts and their applications in food industry, bioplastics production, conversion of
agro waste and the importance of biotechnology in bioprocessing. This is coupled with pertinent information related to environmental
contaminants.
The Leading Integrated Chemical Process Design Guide: Now with New Problems, New Projects, and More More than ever, effective design
is the focal point of sound chemical engineering. Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical Processes, Third Edition, presents design as a
creative process that integrates both the big picture and the small details–and knows which to stress when, and why. Realistic from start to
finish, this book moves readers beyond classroom exercises into open-ended, real-world process problem solving. The authors introduce
integrated techniques for every facet of the discipline, from finance to operations, new plant design to existing process optimization. This fully
updated Third Edition presents entirely new problems at the end of every chapter. It also adds extensive coverage of batch process design,
including realistic examples of equipment sizing for batch sequencing; batch scheduling for multi-product plants; improving production via
intermediate storage and parallel equipment; and new optimization techniques specifically for batch processes. Coverage includes
Conceptualizing and analyzing chemical processes: flow diagrams, tracing, process conditions, and more Chemical process economics:
analyzing capital and manufacturing costs, and predicting or assessing profitability Synthesizing and optimizing chemical processing:
experience-based principles, BFD/PFD, simulations, and more Analyzing process performance via I/O models, performance curves, and
other tools Process troubleshooting and “debottlenecking” Chemical engineering design and society: ethics, professionalism, health, safety,
and new “green engineering” techniques Participating successfully in chemical engineering design teams Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of
Chemical Processes, Third Edition, draws on nearly 35 years of innovative chemical engineering instruction at West Virginia University. It
includes suggested curricula for both single-semester and year-long design courses; case studies and design projects with practical
applications; and appendixes with current equipment cost data and preliminary design information for eleven chemical processes–including
seven brand new to this edition.
This book is based on a 1981 German language edition published by Springer Verlag, Vienna, under the title Bioprozesstechnik. Philip Manor
has done the translation, for which I am deeply grateful. This book differs from the German edition in many ways besides language. It is
substantially enlargened and updated, and examples of computer simula tions have been added together with other appendices to make the
work both more comprehensive and more practical. This book is the result of over 15 years of experience in teaching and research. It stems
from lectures that I began in 1970 at the Technical University of Graz, Austria, and continued at the University of Western Ontario in London,
Canada, 1980; at the Free University of Brussels, 1981; at Chalmers Technical University in G6teborg, Sweden; at the Academy of Sciences
in lena, East Germany; at the "Haus der Technik" in Essen, West Germany, 1982; at the Academy of Science in Sofia, Bulgaria; and at the
Technical University of Delft, Netherlands, 1986. The main goals of this book are, first, to bridge the gap that always exists between basic
principles and applied engineering practice, second, to enhance the integration between biological and physical phenomena, and, third, to
contribute to the internal development of the field of biotechnology by describing the process-oriented field of bioprocess technology.
Bioprocess Engineering involves the design and development of equipment and processes for the manufacturing of products such as food,
feed, pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals, chemicals, and polymers and paper from biological materials. It also deals with studying various
biotechnological processes. "Bioprocess Kinetics and Systems Engineering" first of its kind contains systematic and comprehensive content
on bioprocess kinetics, bioprocess systems, sustainability and reaction engineering. Dr. Shijie Liu reviews the relevant fundamentals of
chemical kinetics-including batch and continuous reactors, biochemistry, microbiology, molecular biology, reaction engineering, and
bioprocess systems engineering- introducing key principles that enable bioprocess engineers to engage in the analysis, optimization, design
and consistent control over biological and chemical transformations. The quantitative treatment of bioprocesses is the central theme of this
book, while more advanced techniques and applications are covered with some depth. Many theoretical derivations and simplifications are
used to demonstrate how empirical kinetic models are applicable to complicated bioprocess systems. Contains extensive illustrative drawings
which make the understanding of the subject easy Contains worked examples of the various process parameters, their significance and their
specific practical use Provides the theory of bioprocess kinetics from simple concepts to complex metabolic pathways Incorporates
sustainability concepts into the various bioprocesses
Biochemical Engineering Fundamentals, 2/e, combines contemporary engineering science with relevant biological concepts in a
comprehensive introduction to biochemical engineering. The biological background provided enables students to comprehend the major
problems in biochemical engineering and formulate effective solutions.
Key features: Industrially relevant approach to chemical and bio-process control Fully revised edition with substantial enhancements to the
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theoretical coverage of the subject Increased number and variety of examples Extensively revised homework problems with degree-of-diffi
culty rating added Expanded and enhanced chapter on model predictive control Self-assessment questions and problems at the end of most
sections with answers listed in the appendix Bio-process control coverage: Background and history of bio-processing and bio-process control
added to the introductory chapter Discussion and analysis of the primary bio-sensors used in bio-tech industries added to the chapter on
control loop hardware Signifi cant proportion of examples and homework problems in the text deal with bio-processes Section on
troubleshooting bio-process control systems included Bio-related process models added to the modeling chapter Supplemental material:
Visual basic simulator of process models developed in text Solutions manual Set of PowerPoint lecture slides Collection of process control
exams All supplemental material can be found at www.che.ttu.edu/pcoc/software
Thoroughly updated for currency and with exciting new practical examples throughout, this popular text provides the tools, practice, and basic
knowledge for success in the biotech workforce. With its balanced coverage of basic cell and molecular biology, fundamental techniques,
historical accounts, new advances, and hands-on applications, the Third Edition emphasizes the future of biotechnology and the
biotechnology student's role in that future. Two new features-Forecasting the Future, and Making a Difference-along with several returning
hallmark features, support the new focus.

Biological drug and vaccine manufacturing has quickly become one of the highest-value fields of bioprocess engineering,
and many bioprocess engineers are now finding job opportunities that have traditionally gone to chemical engineers.
Fundamentals of Modern Bioprocessing addresses this growing demand. Written by experts well-established in the field,
this book connects the principles and applications of bioprocessing engineering to healthcare product manufacturing and
expands on areas of opportunity for qualified bioprocess engineers and students. The book is divided into two sections:
the first half centers on the engineering fundamentals of bioprocessing; while the second half serves as a handbook
offering advice and practical applications. Focused on the fundamental principles at the core of this discipline, this work
outlines every facet of design, component selection, and regulatory concerns. It discusses the purpose of bioprocessing
(to produce products suitable for human use), describes the manufacturing technologies related to bioprocessing, and
explores the rapid expansion of bioprocess engineering applications relevant to health care product manufacturing. It
also considers the future of bioprocessing—the use of disposable components (which is the fastest growing area in the
field of bioprocessing) to replace traditional stainless steel. In addition, this text: Discusses the many types of genetically
modified organisms Outlines laboratory techniques Includes the most recent developments Serves as a reference and
contains an extensive bibliography Emphasizes biological manufacturing using recombinant processing, which begins
with creating a genetically modified organism using recombinant techniques Fundamentals of Modern Bioprocessing
outlines both the principles and applications of bioprocessing engineering related to healthcare product manufacturing. It
lays out the basic concepts, definitions, methods and applications of bioprocessing. A single volume comprehensive
reference developed to meet the needs of students with a bioprocessing background; it can also be used as a source for
professionals in the field.
Designed for undergraduates, graduate students, and industry practitioners, Bioseparations Science and Engineering fills
a critical need in the field of bioseparations. Current, comprehensive, and concise, it covers bioseparations unit
operations in unprecedented depth. In each of the chapters, the authors use a consistent method of explaining unit
operations, starting with a qualitative description noting the significance and general application of the unit operation.
They then illustrate the scientific application of the operation, develop the required mathematical theory, and finally,
describe the applications of the theory in engineering practice, with an emphasis on design and scaleup. Unique to this
text is a chapter dedicated to bioseparations process design and economics, in which a process simular, SuperPro
Designer® is used to analyze and evaluate the production of three important biological products. New to this second
edition are updated discussions of moment analysis, computer simulation, membrane chromatography, and evaporation,
among others, as well as revised problem sets. Unique features include basic information about bioproducts and
engineering analysis and a chapter with bioseparations laboratory exercises. Bioseparations Science and Engineering is
ideal for students and professionals working in or studying bioseparations, and is the premier text in the field.
Bioprocess engineering has played a key role in biotechnology, contributing towards bringing the exciting new
discoveries of molecular and cellular biology into the applied sphere, and in maintaining established processes, some
centuries-old, efficient and essential for today's industry. Novel developments and new application areas of
biotechnology, along with increasing constraints in costs, product quality, regulatory and environmental considerations,
have placed the biochemical engineer at the forefront of new challenges. This second volume of Advances in Bioprocess
Engineering reflects precisely the multidisciplinary nature of the field, where new and traditional areas of application are
nurtured by a better understanding of fundamental phenomena and by the utilization of novel techniques and
methodologies. The chapters in this book were written by the invited speakers to the 2nd International Symposium on
Bioprocess Engineering, Mazatlan, Mexico, September 1997.
The goal of this textbook is to provide first-year engineering students with a firm grounding in the fundamentals of
chemical and bioprocess engineering. However, instead of being a general overview of the two topics, Fundamentals of
Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering will identify and focus on specific areas in which attaining a solid competency is
desired. This strategy is the direct result of studies showing that broad-based courses at the freshman level often leave
students grappling with a lot of material, which results in a low rate of retention. Specifically, strong emphasis will be
placed on the topic of material balances, with the intent that students exiting a course based upon this textbook will be
significantly higher on Bloom’s Taxonomy (knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis and synthesis, evaluation,
creation) relating to material balances. In addition, this book also provides students with a highly developed ability to
analyze problems from the material balances perspective, which leaves them with important skills for the future. The
textbook consists of numerous exercises and their solutions. Problems are classified by their level of difficulty. Each
chapter has references and selected web pages to vividly illustrate each example. In addition, to engage students and
increase their comprehension and rate of retention, many examples involve real-world situations.
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Metabolic engineering is a rapidly evolving field that is being applied for the optimization of many different industrial
processes. In this issue of Advances in Biochemical Engineering/Biotechnology, developments in different areas of
metabolic engineering are reviewed. The contributions discuss the application of metabolic engineering in the
improvement of yield and productivity - illustrated by amino acid production and the production of novel compounds - in
the production of polyketides and extension of the substrate range - and in the engineering of S. cerevisiae for xylose
metabolism, and the improvement of a complex biotransformation process.
The biology, biotechnology, chemistry, pharmacy and chemical engineering students at various universtiy and
engineering institutions are required to take the Biochemical Engineering course either as an elective or compulsory
subject. This book is written keeping in mind the need for a text book on afore subject for students from both engineering
and biology backgrounds. The main feature of this book is that it contains the solved problems, which help the students
to understand the subject better. The book is divided into three sections: Enzyme mediated bioprocess, whole cell
mediated bioprocess and the engineering principle in bioprocess. Dr. Rajiv Dutta is Professor in Biotechnology and
Director, Amity Institute of Biotechnology, Lucknow. He earned his M. Tech. in Biotechnology and Engineering from the
Department of Chemical Engineering, IIT, Kharagpur and Ph.D. in Bioelectronics from BITS, Pilani. He has taught
Biochemical Engineering and Biophysics to B.E., M.E. and M.Sc. level student carried out advanced research in the area
of Ion channels at the Department of Botany at Oklahoma State University, Stillwater and Department of Biological
Sciences at Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN. He also holds the position of Nanion Technologies Adjunct Research
Professor at Research Triangle Institute, RTP, NC. He had received various awards including JCI Outstanding Young
Person of India and ISBEM Dr. Ramesh Gulrajani Memorial Award 2006 for outstanding research in electro physiology.
Plants produce more than 30,000 types of chemicals, including pharmaceuticals, pigments and other fine chemicals,
which is four times more than those obtain ed from microbes. Plant cell culture has been receiving great attention as an
alternative for the production of valuable plant derived secondary metabolites, since it has many advantages over whole
plant cultivation. However, much more research is required to enhance the culture productivity and reduce the pro
cessing costs, which is the key to the commercialization of plant cell culture pro cesses. The recent achievements in
related biochemical engineering studies are reviewed in Chapter 1. The effect of gaseous compounds on plant cell
behavior has been little studied, and Chapter 2 focuses on these gas concentration effects (including oxygen, carbon
dioxide, ethylene and others, such as volatile hor mones like methyl jasmonate) on secondary metabolite production by
plant cell cultures. Two metabolites of current interest, i. e. , the antimalarial artemisinin (known as "qing hao su" in
China) that is produced by Artemisia annua (sweet wormwood) and taxanes used for anticancer therapy that are
produced by species of Taxus, are taken as examples. Bioprocess integration is another hot topic in plant cell culture
technology. Because most of the plant secondary meta bolites are toxic to the cells at high concentrations during the
culture, removal of the product in situ during the culture can lead to the enhanced productivity. Various integrated
bioprocessing techniques are discussed in Chapter 3.
Textbook for junior and senior level majors in chemical engineering covering the field of biochemical engineering.
For Senior-level and graduate courses in Biochemical Engineering, and for programs in Agricultural and Biological
Engineering or Bioengineering. This concise yet comprehensive text introduces the essential concepts of
bioprocessing--internal structure and functions of different types of microorganisms, major metabolic pathways, enzymes,
microbial genetics, kinetics and stoichiometry of growth and product information--to traditional chemical engineers and
those in related disciplines. It explores the engineering principles necessary for bioprocess synthesis and design, and
illustrates the application of these principles to modern biotechnology for production of pharmaceuticals and biologics,
solution of environmental problems, production of commodities, and medical applications.
This book is the culmination of three decades of accumulated experience in teaching biotechnology professionals. It
distills the fundamental principles and essential knowledge of cell culture processes from across many different
disciplines and presents them in a series of easy-to-follow, comprehensive chapters. Practicality, including technological
advances and best practices, is emphasized. This second edition consists of major updates to all relevant topics
contained within this work. The previous edition has been successfully used in training courses on cell culture
bioprocessing over the past seven years. The format of the book is well-suited to fast-paced learning, such as is found in
the intensive short course, since the key take-home messages are prominently highlighted in panels. The book is also
well-suited to act as a reference guide for experienced industrial practitioners of mammalian cell cultivation for the
production of biologics.
The emergence and refinement of techniques in molecular biology has changed our perceptions of medicine, agriculture
and environmental management. Scientific breakthroughs in gene expression, protein engineering and cell fusion are
being translated by a strengthening biotechnology industry into revolutionary new products and services. Many a student
has been enticed by the promise of biotechnology and the excitement of being near the cutting edge of scientific
advancement. However, graduates trained in molecular biology and cell manipulation soon realise that these techniques
are only part of the picture. Reaping the full benefits of biotechnology requires manufacturing capability involving the
large-scale processing of biological material. Increasingly, biotechnologists are being employed by companies to work in
co-operation with chemical engineers to achieve pragmatic commercial goals. For many years aspects of biochemistry
and molecular genetics have been included in chemical engineering curricula, yet there has been little attempt until
recently to teach aspects of engineering applicable to process design to biotechnologists. This textbook is the first to
present the principles of bioprocess engineering in a way that is accessible to biological scientists. Other texts on
bioprocess engineering currently available assume that the reader already has engineering training. On the other hand,
chemical engineering textbooks do not consider examples from bioprocessing, and are written almost exclusively with the
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petroleum and chemical industries in mind. This publication explains process analysis from an engineering point of view,
but refers exclusively to the treatment of biological systems. Over 170 problems and worked examples encompass a
wide range of applications, including recombinant cells, plant and animal cell cultures, immobilised catalysts as well as
traditional fermentation systems. * * First book to present the principles of bioprocess engineering in a way that is
accessible to biological scientists * Explains process analysis from an engineering point of view, but uses worked
examples relating to biological systems * Comprehensive, single-authored * 170 problems and worked examples
encompass a wide range of applications, involving recombinant plant and animal cell cultures, immobilized catalysts, and
traditional fermentation systems * 13 chapters, organized according to engineering sub-disciplines, are groupled in four
sections - Introduction, Material and Energy Balances, Physical Processes, and Reactions and Reactors * Each chapter
includes a set of problems and exercises for the student, key references, and a list of suggestions for further reading *
Includes useful appendices, detailing conversion factors, physical and chemical property data, steam tables,
mathematical rules, and a list of symbols used * Suitable for course adoption - follows closely curricula used on most
bioprocessing and process biotechnology courses at senior undergraduate and graduate levels.
For Senior-level and graduate courses in Biochemical Engineering, and for programs in Agricultural and Biological
Engineering or Bioengineering. This concise yet comprehensive text introduces the essential concepts of bioprocessinginternal structure and functions of different types of microorganisms, major metabolic pathways, enzymes, microbial
genetics, kinetics and stoichiometry of growth and product information-to traditional chemical engineers and those in
related disciplines. It explores the engineering principles necessary for bioprocess synthesis and design, and illustrates
the application of these principles to modern biotechnology for production of pharmaceuticals and biologics, solution of
environmental problems, production of commodities, and medical applications.
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